
LA SEGUNDA BAKERY & CAFÉ

FRESH-BAKED 
TRADITION

HQ  //  Tampa, Florida

FORMAT  //  Fast Casual Multi-Unit

SIZE  //  2 Units



Tampa, Florida is known for many things, but the top 

two may very well be cigars and Cuban bread. Since 

1910, one small bakery in the Ybor City neighborhood 

has been an iconoclast for one of them: authentic, 

fresh-baked Cuban bread. In 2017, a changing of the 

guard was in effect as the company was handed down 

to the next generation of More family solidifying many 

more decades of family tradition. With this shift came 

opportunities for growth, and a glaring need to develop 

a stronger brand.

Vigor had to approach the brand evolution with a 

sensitivity to what was iconically La Segunda, and where 

this brand could grow positioning and equity.

CHALLENGE

PREVIOUS IDENTITY & MESSAGING



 » Conducted an extensive strategy building 
process to excavate the ownable, authentic 
purpose, and brand platforms

 » Developed key messaging and tone of voice to 
communicate personality and position

 » Designed evolved identity that communicated 
the unique history, tradition, and locality that La 
Segunda held in market

 » Onboarded client team with evolved 
positioning, strategy, identity, and messaging

 » Directed interiors, photography, and video 
shoot to tell the brand story across channels

 » Designed full suite of menus and packaging 
that served as effective storytelling devices

 » Brand Strategy Development

 » Identity Design

 » Menu Systems Design

 » Packaging Design

 » Uniform Design

 » Interior Design Direction

 » Website Design

 » Communications Guide

 » Marketing Consulting

SERVICES

SOLUTION

LEFT  //  The iconic bread bag was given a significant face lift 
to convey the new brand

MiDDLE, RIGHT, BOTTOM //  Design of the full suite of menus 
and stationery touchpoints that continued the brand’s visual 
versatility and tone of voice

TOP  //  Packaging suite 
spanned bakery and 
café outputs. Each piece 
pushed the brand’s visual 
and tone of voice identity 
further ahead making for 
memorable experiences.



LEFT  //  Secondary logo lockups and 
compositions helped give the brand identity 
flexibility across touchpoints

RIGHT  //  The newest location featured the 
brand’s multiple storytelling devices throughout 
the space and façade

BOTTOM  //  La Segunda’s identity was 
designed with multiple modular graphic 
elements, textures, and patterns to give the 
brand the ability to avoid stagnation over time

La Segunda opened with its new brand experience and 

a full suite of identity elements in 2018. Vigor played an 

integral role in expressing the brand’s ideal through the 

touchpoints seen here in addition to interior experience 

design, art direction of photo and video shoots, and the 

website experience. The brand continues to grow and 

thrive with this evolved look and rejuvenated passion.

Vigor captured the heart of my 
family and this brand that we 
have built for over a century. We 
look forward to continuing this 
tradition for years to come with a 
brand we love and believe in.

RESULTS

– COPELAND MORE 
OWNER, THIRD GENERATION



Joseph Szala 

(678) 855-7835 x700 

joseph@vigorbranding.com

CONNECT

www.vigorbranding.com
IG  //  @vigorbranding

TW  //  @vigor

DO IT WITH VIGOR™
People don’t buy food. They buy experiences. We believe 
that restaurant experiences serve as the setting for life’s most 
memorable moments. With such a big role to play, every restaurant 
has to be created with strategic thinking as the vehicle, and 
innovative creative as the standard. And that’s exactly how we 
approach our work with restaurant brands. It results in innovation 
that’s more comfortable, success that’s more feasible, and brand 
experiences that are unforgettable.

 » Brand Strategy

 » Brand Positioning

 » Restaurant Concept Development

 » Brand Communications

 » Brand Naming

 » Brand Identity Design

 » Brand Activation Strategy

 » F&B Menu Consulting

 » Menu Suite Design

 » Interior & Environment Design

 » Packaging Design

 » Uniforming and Merchandising

 » Brand Marketing Strategy

 » Activation Marketing

 » Event Marketing

 » Advertising

 » Social Media Marketing

 » Digital Marketing

 » Web Design & Development

 » App Design & Development

RESTAURANT BRANDING & MARKETING EXPERTISE

AGENCY PROFILE

LOCATION:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ATLANTA, GEORGIA

YEAR INCORPORATED:  . . . . 2003

TEAM SIZE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12


